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Overview 

SECAS provided an overview of the issue identified by MP083 and the proposed solution. 

Issue: 

• Non Mandated Non GBCS (NGNM) Alerts are being generated by Devices and unsolicited 

messages sent to the User 

• As the Alerts are non-GBCS there is no contextual information associated with them 

• Users cannot turn these Alerts off 

Solution: 

• Include the NGNM Alerts in GBCS 

Configuration 

Within the Problem Statement and the business requirements, it was expected that these NMNG 

Alerts were to be configurable by the DCC Users. This has resulted that the solution described in the 

DCC Preliminary Assessment will make these Alerts configurable The Proposer has highlighted that 

this is not the intention of the Modification Proposal, and that it was only intended to migrate the 

NMNG Alerts from a separate spreadsheet on the SEC website into GBCS. Therefore, the DCC 

Preliminary Assessment is against incorrect requirments and does not have the appropriate costs and 

lead-times. It was queried if these Alerts are not to be configurable, and only included into GBCS, 

then would a DCC System change be required. The consensus was that there would be a DCC 

System impact as the Alerts will need to be processed through Parse and Correlate.  

It was agreed that the business requirements would be reviewed, removing reference to configuration, 

and a new DCC Preliminary Assessment requested. The Proposer highlighted that if a DCC User did 

want to configure these Alerts, they can raise a Proposal to do so. 

Next steps 

The following actions were recorded from the meeting: 

SECAS will review the business requirements to remove any requirement for these NMNG Alerts to 

be configurable 

• These business requirements would be approved by the Proposer 

• SECAS would request a new DCC Preliminary Assessment against the updated business 

requirements 

This document is classified as White in accordance with the Panel Information Policy. Information 

can be shared with the public, and any members may publish the information, subject to copyright.  

 


